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Chapter 4: Applications of univariate time series modelling of U.S.
monetary and business indicator data

!~.1. Introduction

This chapter reports an attempt to identify and estimate univariate
time series models to time series data oríginating in the money and
capital market and to several business indicator data of the United
States of America. As we are primarily interested in the behaviour of
the rates.of return on the market portfolio, as indicated in references
[10, 11], we shall give a complete modelling analysis description for
the U.S. monthly rates of return on the market portfolio, together with
some forcasting results and a measure for the accuracy of these forecasts.
The univariate modelling of the other series is done because it is needed
in studying the empirical interaction between the monthly rates of return
on the market portfolio and those other variables.
In the coming chapters it will become clear that this univariate modelling

is needed to identify the possible dyna.mic structure between the variables.
As the analysis of those series is analogous to that of the rates of
return on the market portfolio, we shall summarize the results in a table.

Further we shall test if the residuals of the fitted models are
r,ormally distributed.
This is done for the following reasons:
(a) In reference [10 ] we have seen that normality is of importance

concerning the question whether a Markowitz efficient portfolio is
also an expected utility maximizing portfolio.
However,'as the test statistics on distributional properties assume
independent observations, which is probably satisfi.ed for model
residuals but not for the original variables, thetests are done on the
estimated residuals. When the estimated residuals in an A.RMA(l,q)-
scheme are normally distributed, then so are the original variables.

( b) Several authors ( e, g. Box and Jenkins [ 3] , Anderson [ 1 ]) use in
different stages of their books normally distributed residuals, assuming

that this is satisfied in practice. Therefore we thought it useful
to test whether in our case (11 time series) normality is satisfied,



and when this assumption is rejected, to try to fit a distributior.

with finite moments to the estimated residuals. This is done because

the assumption of normality of the estimated residuals or the existence

of certain moments (see reference [9 ~) of the distribution of the

estimated residuals are needed for the identification stage (in

testing if an estimated autocorrelation coefficient is significantly

different from zero) and in the estimation stage (to prove consistency

and asymptotical normality for the least squares estimators).

The results indicate that the residuals are all more or less non-

normally distributed, indicating that the theoretical results for non-

Gaussian processes as summarized in [9 ~ are of importance.

In appendix A of this chapter we shall demonstrate how the

dependence structure in the observations (AR(1)-scheme) works out in the

critical points of some of the test statistics, used for testing distribu-

tional properties of the variables themselves.
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4.2. Data description

In this section we shall give a data description, the data
source and the period over which the identification and estimation will
be done .

The x serfes
-- ~t -----

We have used the "Fisher arithmetic link relative" [6 ] to measure
the rate of return on the market portfolio.
To compute the rate of return on the market portfolio for a single month,
one proceeds as follows:
The price of each stock (adjusted for dividends, splits, etc. that have
taken place during the month 1)) is divided by the price of the stock
at the end of the previous month, add up these results; 3ivide by the
number of stocks; and subtract one. If we use the rate of return plus one
we have a "link relative".
The formula for the Fisher arithmetic link relative is:

1
~ pt,i

P~lt - i-1 lt-1,i ~ and the rate of return ori the market
1 P
E ( t'1 - 1)

portfolio is pm t- alt-1 - i-1 pi-1,i ~ where~

pt,i - price of the i-th stock in month t adjusted for dividends, split:~,
etc.

1 - number of stocks listed on the N.Y.S.E. taken into consideration
(approximately 1300 in our case)

alt - Fisher's arithmetic link relative

pm,t - rate of return orS the market portfolio.

1) Assuming reinvestment of dividends, taking also into account
commis~ions that would actually have been paid and the tax status of
these dividends.



The U.S. monthly rates of return on the market portfolio are

obtained from the Research Center for Security Prices of ths University of

Chicago over the period Febr. 1926 - Dec. 1972. The identification and

estimation for the post war period is done from Jan. 1947 - Dec. 1971,

and this is done because the behaviour of the series of the post war

period is quite different from that of the prewar period. We shall only

study more carefully the behaviour of the series over the post war period.

For the rates óf return ón the market portfolio the symbol x1~t will be

used.

The x2 t series~

We shall use the following definition of money supply: money

supply includes currency plus demand deposits at all commercial banks other

than those due t~~ domestic commercial banks and the U.S. Govt. and in

addition savings deposits, time deposits open account (consists of accounts

with the requirement that there be 30 days' notice before withàrawal), and

time certificates of deposits (C.D.'s) other than negotiable C.D.'s

issued in denominations of ~ 100.000,- or mo~ by large weekly reporting

commercial banks. Time deposits of the U.S. Govt. and of domistic

commercial banks are excluded.
The money supply data are seasonally adjusted data and available on a

monthly base from Jan. 19k7 - Dec. 1974 and they were obtained from

the Research Department of the Federal Reserve Bar~k of St. Louis.

As the rates of return on the market portfolio are also defined as a

rate of change, we shall also use a rate of change definition for the

money supply data. When we denote the variable "money supply" as mt,
~-t -mt -1

then the rate of change of the money supply is defined as x -2,t mt-1

The z3 t series
~

For the U.S. interest rates on the money market one could use:

a. the federal fund rate,
b. the 4-6 month prime commercial paper rate.
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However, in the Federal Reserve Bulletin the federal fund rate is only

published from 1965 on. Before that time there were probably too little

transactions in federal funds to publish the rates. For this reason (too

little data) we shall use as an indicator for the intc.rest rates on the

money market, the 4-6 month prime commercial paper rate. A definition of

the variable can be found under footnote 2 in reference (11 ]. The monthly

prime commercial paper rates (x3~t series) are calculated as averages of

daily offering rates of dealers.

The x4 t seri.es: --

As an indicator for the interest rates on the capital market we

have taken the Aaa corporate bond rates. Bonds which are rated Aaa are

judged to be of the best quality. They earry the smallest degree of

investment risk. The monthly Aaa corporate bond rates will be denoted as

x4 ~t .

We shall now consider several business indicators.

The x5~t series

One of the business indicators is the total manufacturing and

trade inventory, where manufacturing consists of durable and nondurable

goods industries 2) and trade consists of retail trade of durable and

nondurable goods stores and of inerchant wholesalers of d.ux-able and nondurable

goods establishments . The manufacturing and trade inventory figures are

expressed in millions of dollars, seasonally adjusted, and obtained from

the United States Department of Commerce. The monthly rates of change of

this variable will be denoted as x5~t.

2) Durable goods industries consist of primary metals, steel mills,
fabricated metal products, machinery, transportation equipment,
instruments and related products, etc.
Nondurable goods industries consist of food and kindred products,
tobacco products, textile mill products, paper and allied products,
chemical and allied products, petroleum and coal products, rubber and
plastics products, etc.



The x6 t seri?s,

Another business indicator is the total manufacturin, and trade

sales. The manufacturing and trade sales figures are expressed in

millions of dollars, seasonally adjusted, and obtained from the United

States Department of Commerce. The monthly rates of change of this variable

will be denoted as x6 t',

The x7 ,, ,.: - -.--.
,~

The ratio of the total manufacturing and trade inventory and

the total manufacturing and trade sales, the socalled "business inventory-

sales ratio", is also an indicator for business activity. The monthly

rates of change of the business inventory-sales ratio are denoted as x7~t.

The x8 t series
~

We also used as business indicator x8 t- xs't, which is the
' 6,t

elasticity of the inventories with regard to the sales in period t.

The x9~t and x10,t series

Two other variables which can be suggested as busir~ess indicators

are: manufacturers' unfilled orders and manufacturer~ new orders, both

of which are expressed in millions of dollars and are seasonally adjusted.

The data which are published by the U.S. Department of Commerce hold for

all manufacturing industries (durable and non-durable goods industries).

The monthly rates of change of the unfilled orders are denoted as x9~t,

those of the new orders as x10 t~,

The x11 t series,

As last business indicator we shall use industrial production.

The U.S. industrial production index as published in the F'ederal Reserve

Bulletin measures the physical output of industrial production. The
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industrial production index covers production from manufacturing, mining,
electricity, and gas industries. The use of industrial production can
be justified on the grounds that it more closely represents the activities
of the companies listed on the New York Stock Exchange tran other measures
such as gross national product . The monthly rates of change of the
industrial production index will be denoted as x11 t'~



4.3. Univariate modelling of the U.S. monthly rates of return on the

market portfolio

The identification, estimation and forecasting results for the

monthly rates of return on the market portfolio are given below.

The estimated autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations of the rates of

return on~the market portfolio are given in tables ~.3.1 and ~.3.2.

Table ~.3.1: Estimated autocorrelations of the rates of return on the

market portfolio

LAG 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 t o
VALUE 0.146 0.017 -0.028 0.097 0.077 -0.00~ -0.103 -0.1ó2 0.025 -0.059

LAG 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

VALUE 0.0~5 0.030 -0.108 -0.087 0.02~ 0.057 -0.003 -0.010 -0.120 -0.086

LAG 21 22 23 2~ 25 26 27 28 29 30

vALUE -0.029 0.028 -0.022 -0.021 -0.059 -o.oo~ O.o23 0.065 -0.025 -0.050

LAG 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 ~0
VALUE -0.008 0.012 0.059 -0.086 -0.008 O.ot1 0.023 -0.012 -0.062 -C.032

LAG 41 ~2 43 ~4 ~5 ~6 ~7 48 49 50
VALUE -O.o81 -0.035 -0.053 0.085 -0.020 0.051 0.031 0.121 0.047 0.113



Table 3.4.2: Estimated partial autocorrelations of the rates of return on
the market portfolio

LAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
vALUE 0.146 -0.005 -0.030 0.10~~ 0.049 -0.026 -0.096 -0.145 0.060 -0.080

LAG 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
vALU1; 0.079 0.065 -0.129 -0.058 0.021 0.014 0.004 0.008 -0.091 -0.006

LAG 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
VALUE -0.055 0.043 -0.01o O.o19 -0.027 -0.025 -0.052 0.052 -0.029 -0.029

LAG 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
vALUE o.011 -0.017 0.007 -0.115 0.044 0.043 -0.021 -0.016 -0.088 -0.057

LAG 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
VALUE -0.070 -0.038 -0.009 0.08g -0.038 0.066 -0.015 0.078 -0.007 0.111

The ~spproximate standard error of an estimated autocorrelation for a
white noise series is {see equátion 3.1.9): 1 ~ 0.058. As can be seer~

00
from table 4.3.1 a number of autocorrelations are outside i:he approximate
two standard error limits. For the partial autocorrelations the
approximate standard error for a wiiite noise series is also 1 ~ 0.058.

300

To remove the first order autocorrelation we tried an AR(1)-scheme:

(~-.3,1 ) x1 t f~r1 x1 t-1 - 00 f ut.
~ ~

The estimation results are:

(4.3.2) x1 t- o.14g x1 t-1 - ut' (O.o58) '

i) the constant 00 was not significant;
ii) the figure between brackets is the approximate standard error of

the estimated parameter;



-2 3)
iii) the estimated residual variance is: 0.192.10 ;

iv) the variance of the base series is: 0.196.10-2.

Tht~ estimated autocorrelations of the estimated rPSiduaas can he found

in table 4.3.3.

la},ie ~:.3.3: Estimated autocorrelations of the residuals of scheme (4.3.2)

LAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

VALLTE 0.001 -0.002 -0.048 0.092 0.068 -0.002 -0.083 -0.159 0.060 -0.072

LAG 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

VALLTE 0.052 0.043 -0.102 -0.077 0.027 0.059 -0.009 0.011 -0.112 -0.069

LAG 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 23 29 30
VALLTE -0.026 0.037 -0.022 -0.011 -0.060 -0.000 0.016 0.067 -0.027 -0.049

LAG 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
VALLTE -0.007 0.004 0.073 -0.098 0.000 0.009 0.023 -0.005 -0.058 -0.011

LAG 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

VALUE -0.073 -0.017 -0.063 0.101 -0.039 0.051 0.005 0.114 0.015 0.109

3) The estimated residual variance is calculated by dividing the residual

sum of squares by the degrees of freedom. This is done for the

following reason: When ut is a linear function in 0(AR-schemes), we

know [ 3 ] that
2 2n X Q

6u - E ut~(n-1) ~ n-n-lu ~
t-1
2 2hence, ~(~) - Qu. So in this case we can get an v.nbiased estimator.

For otr~er schemes we can only get asymptotical proporties for Qu,

and thén dividing by n or n-1 does not matter asymptotically.
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For the AR(1)-scheme

Xt - ~rl Xt-1 - ut

Pierce [~0 ] has derived the following approximation forrnulas for the
variance of the autocorrelations of the estimated residuals:

(~.3.3) Var(rk(u)) ~ n {1 - ~1(k-1) (1 - ~2)}.

For the above schemes ( 4.3.2) we get:

~Var(r1(u)) ti 0.0086, Var(r2(u)) ~ 0.057, Var(r3(u)) ti 0.058.

As can be seen from table 4.3.3 and the above calculations we see that
the first order autoregressive scheme has removed the first order auto-
correlation.
The overall performance test ( see section 3.2.4 in [9 ]) of the auto-
correlations of the estimated residuals was Q- 54.42 with 49 degrees of
freedom.
The chi-square values from the chi-square table are:

P{xd.f49 ~ 66.34} - 0.95, P{.xci.f.49 `- 62.04} - 0.90.

So the overall performance test statistic Q indicates that the null
hypothesis that the estimated residuals satisfy a white noise process,
can not be rejected at a 5 or 10 per cont level. In the following we



shall study the forecasting power of model (~.3.2). ~) The forecasting
procedure for model (~.3.1) is as follows. Using the ideas in section

3.2.5 in [9 j, the best point forecast for ~}1 given (...x-1,x0,...,xn)

is

(4.3.~) ~t1,n - -~1 Xn

xnfl,n - -~1 xntl-1,n (1 ~ 2).

The variance of the frecast~errors is in this case

1-1
( 4 . 3 . 5 ) ~ ( ~tl n - Xnfl ) 2 - c~u E ( -~ 1 ) ~ .

' k-0

Before we give the forecasts we shall say something about a

measure of accuracy of the forecasts.

~) To remove the autocorrelations of lag 4 and 8 we also fitted a
seasonal moving average model, with the following estimation results

x1~t - 0.14~ x1,t-1 - ut } 0.126 ut-~ - a164 ut-8
(0.058) (0.058) (0.058)

and estimated residual variance of 0.184.10-2.
This was based on the idea that perhaps the dependence in the
residuals was caused by neglecting other variables which might be
of influence on the rates of return, and we assume that this effect
can be described by a moving average scheme. However, the forecasting
results with this model were disappointing.



~.3.1. Measuring the accuracy of point forecasts of the U.S. rates of

return on the market portfolio

One frequently wants to measure the quality of a set of forecasts
by means of some number. Suppose one has n pairs (xi, xi) of corresponding
realized and predicted growth rates.
Theil [26 ] proposed the following measure

U - i-1
n

n 1 E x? .
ii-1

which compares mean squared error of a forecast with that of the "no
change rule" ( future values forecast as last available observed value)
if xi is taken to denote actual change and xi predicted change.
It is seen that U- 0 if and only if the forecasts are perfect, and U- 1
when the prediction procedure leads to the same mean squared error as
naive zero growth rate extrapola~ion.
In the following table the results of the one period ahead forecasts and
the estimated variance of the one period ahead forecast errors are
presented together with Theil's measure of forecast accuracy.

n
n-~ E (xi - xi)2



Table 4.4.1: Realizations, one-period ahead forecasts, estimated variance

of the one-period ahead forecast errors, and Theiismeasure
of forecast accuracy

point of time realization one-period
ahead forecasts

301 (Jan. 1972) 0.06055 0.01659
302 0.02984 O.oo9o2
303 -o.023u3 0.00445
304 0.00668 -0.00275
305 -0.01054 0.0010
306 -0.04440 -0.00157
307 -0.01909 -0.00662
308 0.03179 -0.00284
309 -0.02731 0.00474
310 -0.00658 -0.00407
311 0.06739 -0.00098
312 (Dec. 1972) -0.01702 0.01004

Estimated variance
of the one-period ahead
forecast errors is:
0.192.10-2

Theil's coefficient is:
U - 0.90

Conclusion

The forecast accuracy coefficient of Theil indicates that model

(4.3.1) is a little bit better in forecasting power (one-period ahead
forecasts) then the no change extrapolation. This implies that the past
of the series itself contains little information to predict the future
in any meaningful way.
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~.3.2. The derivation of the autocorrelations of the U.S. quarterly
rates of return on the market portfolio, assuming that for the
monthly data the univariate ARIMA-scheme is known

Assuming that the U.S. monthly rates of return on the market
portfolio follow an AR(1)-scheme ( see section ~t.3), we shall derive the
autocorrelations for the quarterly rates of return, to stud.y the dependencies
in the information process when a longer lag is taken.
Call xt the monthly rate of return on the market portfolio, then by
assumption xt satisfies

(4.3.2.1) xt - nl ~-1 } ut

where

~ (ut) - 0~

62 , s - 0, ~tu
~(ut.utfs) -

It can be shown [9 ] that the autocorrelation function for the xt

process is

~(Xt Xt-s) s
P .S - ~(~ ) - ~r 1 s - 0, 1, 2, ....

The quarterly rate of return on the market portfolio is defined as follows

(4.3.2.2) ~t -(1 } x3t-2)(1 } x3t-1)(1 } x3t) - 1, t- 1, 2, 3,....

After some computation using the properties in appendix B, we get:

(~.3.2.3) Var(~t) - c(3 f 4 ~r1 f 2~r~ ) t c2(3 f 8~r1 t 12 ~r~ f 12 ~r~ t~r~ ) f

c3(1 t 4~r~ t 10 ~r~), t- 1,2,3,....

0 , s ~ 0, `~t ,



where

c -
20u

(4.3.2.4) Cov(~,y~}s) - c(,r~s-2
}~~1s-1 t 3.~1s t 2~r3s}~ f~3s}2) t

c2(2 u~s-1 t 2~r~s f 6~r3s}1 f~t ~r1st2 f 1~ ~r3s}J ~ 2~rós-2 f

4 ~6s-1 } 6 ~6s } ~ ~6st1 } 2 ~6sf2) }
1 1 1 1

c3(n3s } ~ ~3s}2 } ~ ~3s}~ } 6 ~9s
1 1 1 1)' s- 1,2,3,...

The autocorrelation function for the quarerly rates of return on the

market portfoïio is

Cov(y~, y,t~s )

ps - Var(~rt
, s - 1,2,3,....

As the post war monthly rates of return on the market portfolio

have approximately the following modei

xt - 0.15 xt-1 t ut

where Q~ ~ 0.002,

it follows from the above formulas that the autocorrelatien function of'

the post war quarterly rates of return on the market portfolio has the

following derived autocorrelatior.s

p1 - 0.05604 , p2 - 0.00019 and pk (k - 3,~,...,) are

approximately zero.
As there are 99 quarterly post war data, the approximate standard error

of the estimated autocorrelations is 1 ti 0.10.
99

So the derived autocorrelations of the post war quarterïy rates of return

on the market portfolio behave as those of a white noise process, this
means the quarterly data are approximately serially uncorrelated.



4.4, Univariate modelling of monetary and business indicator data

The identification and estimation results for several monetary

and business indicator rates of change will be summarized in table 4.4.1.

Two remarks will be made regarding table 4.4.1:

(i) For series x9~t and x10,t series the test statistic Q'on the

estimated residuals still. indicates some dependence in these residuals.
However, we believe that for prewhitening purposes (coming chapters)

the schemes as indicated in table 4.4.1 are sufficient.

We are strengthened in our belief, as for some schemes we found that

extending them to more complex ARIMA-schemes did not improve their
forecasting performance.
We belief that this can be clarified as follows.
The appearance of thick-tailness of the distributions of many

economic data (see also section 4.5.3) leads to some difficulty in

the model identification because of the occurance of extremely large

outliers (see the simulation study of Rosenfeld [22 ] on this point).

Thus an excessively large estimate of autocorrelation or partial
autocorrelation might be the result of relatively many large outliers

rather than the model structure itself.
(ii) Using the result of appendix D in reference [9 ] we have checked if

the roots of the associated polynomials of the schemes in table 4.4.1

are outside the unit circle. This means that we check if the least
squares estimates have converged to a'point inside the admissible
region. It is important for the following reasons.
It is a necessary condition for representing the schemes in the

socalled "random shock form" (e.g. of importance for calculating the
~~

variance of the forecast errors) and, or the "inverted. form (of

importance for forecasting).
Our conclusion is that the roots of all the associated polynomials

are outside the unit circle.



Table 4.4.1: ARMA(1,g)- or ARIMA(l,d,g)-schemesfitter3 to rates of change of monetary and business indicator data
!i'.S. monthly data, period Febr. 1947 - Dec. 1971)

i

Series Fitted schemes
(approximate standard errors
underrieath coefficients)

Variance of Estimated residual Q(d.f) 6)
base series variance statistic

1. x2 t series x2 t- x2 t-~ - 0.522 (x2 t-1 - x2 t-2) 0.106.10-4 0.556.10-5 57.60(48)
' ' ' (0.056) ' '

- 0.220 (x2 t-2 - x2 t-3) } ut(0.056) ' '

2. x3~t series x3,t ~ x3,t-1 } 0'S25 (x3 t-1 - x3-t-2) 0.393.10-5 0.268.10-5 72.01(48)
(0.050) '

t u f 0.144 u
t (0.059) t-3

x4 t- x4 t-1 } 0.228 (x4 t-1 - x4 t-2) 0.104.10-5 0.990.10-6 32.50(48)
' ' (0.056) ' '

f 0.00016 f ut
(0.00007)

i 3. x4 t series~

4. x5~t series5) x5~t -- 0.496 x5 t-1 - 0.201 x5 t-2 0.283.10-2 0.205.10-2 14.27(47)
(0.058) ' (0.058) '

t u - 0.286 u
t (0.056) t-13

5. x6 t series6) x6 t- 0'175 x6 t-5 } ut' ' (0.058) '
0.297.10-3 0.288.10-3 44.38(49)



6. x7~t seriés5) x7~t - 0.103 x7 t-1 } ut 0.249.10-3 0.230.10-3 56.0(48)
(0.050) '

f 0.295 ut-12
(O.o55)

7, x8~t series5) x8~t - ut

8. x9~t series x9~t - 0.262 x9~t-1 } 0.229 x9~t-2 0.695.10-3 0.366.10-3 74.9(44)
(0.057) (0.058)

f 0.362 x - 0.184 x
(0.055) 9't-3 (0.058) 9't-4

9' x10,t series

f 0.133 x f u - 0.261 u
(0.057) 9~t-5 t (0.055) t-13

x10,t - 0.147 x1o t-3 } 0.169 x1o,t-6(0.056) ' (0.056)
0.123.10-2 0.110.10-2 80.72(48)

rn
i

} ut

10. xll~t series x11,t - 0.305 xll,t-1 } ut(0.055)

5) estimation period: Febr. 1948 - Dec. 1971.

0.193.10-3 0.175.10-3 58.22(49)

6) Chi-squared values from table: XO.oS(48) - 65'17' XO.oS(46) - 62.83, X0.05(47) -~4.0' X0.05(49) - 66.34

Xo.oS(44) - 60.48.



1~.5. Distributional properties of the estimated residuals of the fitted

ARIMA-schemes

~t.5.1. Introduction

In section 4.1 we have given the reasons to test the normality
assumption of the residuals for the schemes in table ~t.~.1.
To test the normality assumption, we shall use three test statistics
based on the empirical distribution function, of which two statistics have
high power in testing normality with unspecified parameters, and the other
is sensitive for outliers 7).
As the test statistics based on the empirical distribution function depend
on what is known about the hypothesized distribution F~, we have to
distinguish two cases: the distribution F~ is completely specified or one
or more parameters have to be estimated from the data.
In our case it is clear that the variance of the ut's can not be specified,
but we shall see if f,(ut)can be specified.

When the roots of K(z): - E K zs - 0 lie with probability one
s-0

outside the unit circle, then the estimated ARIMA(l,d.q)-scheme

1 q
j~0 ~j(vd Xt-j) - s~C Ks ut-s

can be written as

~ 1
( ~t.5.1 .1 ) ut - E St,l E n. od x ,

n-0 j-0 -J ~-J-n

where the ~ can be found out of the power series development of
~

D(z): - K~z - nEO dn zn.

From (4.5.1.1) it foll4~s that the ut's are linear in X, where

7) Two of the test statistics based on the empirical distribution function,
the modified Cramér-von Mises and Anderson-Darling statistics, have
powers which are roughly comparable with those of the Shs.piro and Wilk
statistic [23, 2~t], which is based on order statistics. However, the
Shapiro and Wilk statistic is only tabulated for sample sizes of r~ ~ 5G.



X: -(x1,...,xn), and in general non-linear in the parameters. So,
n
E ut(X,0) is quadratic in X and in general non-linear in

t-1 n
0: -(~1,...,~1, K1,...,Kq). When we define cp(X,0): - E u?(X,0), it is

clear that ~(X,0) is an even function in X for given Ot~~ Let's further
define min cp(X,0) - cp(X,0(X)), and assume 0(X) is uniquely determined,

0
then we have min ~p(-X,0) -~(-X, 0(-X)) - cp(X,0(-X~i, and so 0(X) - 0(-X).

0
So, the least squares estimators, ~rj (j - 1,...,1) and ~(s - 1,...,q),
are azi even function in X 9). ~
The ~'s in (4.5.1.1) are also an even function in X, as they are a function
of the least squares estimators, ~(s - 1,...,q), whicr are an even
function in X. So, ut(X) is an uneven function in X, which means that
ut(X) -- ut(-X) with probability 1. When we assume that X is symmetrically

distributed around zero, such that for the density function f(X) the
following holds:

f(X) - f(-X), then ~(ut(X)) - ~(-ut(-X)) -

- ~ (ut(X) ) ~ ~(ut(X) ) - 0.

However,tests on symmetry or on skewness, assume independence between the
observations x1,...,xn, which seems not to be satisfied in the cases we
have considered. Therefore 10) it is to our opion better to work with an
ur~specified value for ~(ut) in testing for normality.

8) A function cp(X), where X: -(x1,...,xn), is even in X, when cp(X) - cp(-X).
9) Box and Jenkins [3, Appendix A.7.5 ) have shown that the least squares

estimators in an AR(1)-scheme are a quotient of quadratic forms in
xt's. So it is easily seen that the least squares estimators are
an even function in X for this case.

10) Further Leitch and Paulson [15 ] in a recent article conclude that
the asymmetry of distributions of monthly rates of return seems to be
the rule rather than the exception.



4.5.2. Three test statistics for testing normality based on the empirical

distribution function 11)

4.5.2.1. The Kalmogorov-Smirnov test statistic

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statisticorginally provided a means
of testing whether a set of independent observations are from some
completel,y specified continuous distribution, F~. This test statistic
tends to detect the presence of one or possible more outlying observations
from an otherwise good fit.
It is shown by Kac, Kiefer and Wolfowitz [14 ] that asymptotically this
test statistic and the here-after following Cramér-von Mises test statistic
are more powerfull than the chi-square test, in testing r.ormality with mean
and variance unknown.
The test problem is:

HC: F- FC against H1:F ~ FC.

The test statistic is defined as follows:

t: - sup IFn(x) - FC(x)I,
-w~x~~

where Fnlx) is the empirical cumulative distribution function defined by

~(x) - (number of xi's ~ x)fn.

For small values of t the hypothesi~ HD is not rejected. As Fn(x) is a
step function and F~,1(x) and FC(x) are non-decreasing, we have that

t: - sup IF (x) - F(x)I - max t.
- -~~x~~ ~ 0 1~i~n -i

11) For a practical introduction to nonparametric statistics, we refer
to Conover [1~ ]. For more theoretical explanations sbout the test
statistics used in this section, we refer to Fisz [7] and for modifi-
cations Stepher.s [24, 25] is recommended.



where

ti- max{IFS(x(i))-Fn(x(i-1))I' IFO(X(i) - Fn(X(i))I}

and

x( ): -(x(1),...,x(n)) is the ordered sample belonging to

x: - (x1,...,xn).
Stephens [2~, 25 ] has been able to modify the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
statistic for finite samples and under the hypothesia that the distribution
function F~(x) is the normal distribution function, N(u,Q2), with u and cr
unspecified. The procedures and tables to do this can be found in
Pearson 8~ Fiartley [ 19 ] or in Stephens [ 24 ]. The modification of the K-S

statistic for testing normality, u and a unspecified is:

t:- t{,r - 0.01 f o.85}.
- - ~

1~.5.2.2. The Cramér-von Mises 1---- test statistic 12)

To test whether a random sample x1,...,xn has been drawn from a population
with a specified continuous distribution function F~, some other measure
of difference between F~ and the sample distribution func:tion, Fn(x), may
be used. The Cra.mér-von Mises test statistic is defined as:

w: - n I~ {Fn(x) - F~(x)}2 d F~(x).

For the ordered sample

x(1) ~ x(2) ~... ~ X(n)~ with z,l - F~(x(i))~

w can be written as:

n 2i-1 2 1
W - i~1 (Z(i) - 2n ) } 12n

12) see e.g. [ 27] .



The test problem is again: HC: F- FC against H~: F~ FC. The Cramér-von

Mises test statistic is powerful for alternatives with a shift from F(x)

in mean. This test statistic is aïso modified by Stephens [24 ] for finite

samples and for testing normality with u an o unspecified. The modified test

statistic is:

w~: - w(1 t 0'S).- - n

4.5.2.3. The Anderson-Darling test statist-ic

The Anderson-Darling test statistic called after the authors who first stu-
died it in detail in [2 ] is defined as

n
a: - C- [ lEl (2i-1 ){ln z(i) } ln( 1- z(nf1-i,j )}]~n~-n

where z(i) - FO(X(i))'
Stephens also studied a modification for this statistic in testing
normality with unspecified parameters. Tables can be found in Pearson 8~
Hartley [16 ]. The modified test statistic is defined as

az. - (a - ~'7) (1 } 3.6 - 8.0)
- - n n 2 '

n

and in this case z(i) - ~(x(1)s- x ), where ~(x) is the standardized

normal distribution function, x the sample mean, ans s the standard
deviation.
In testing normality in finite samples with u and o unspecified, Stephens
showed by an extensive Monte Carlo study that a~ appears to be the most
powerful statistic for deviations in the tails, in comparison to the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, the Cramér-von Mises statistic, the Kuiper
statistic, and the Watson statistic.
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~.5.3. Applications and comments

For the residuals of the schemes in table 4.k.1 the results of

the test statistics are summarized in table 4.5.3.1. As we can see in table

~.5.3.1, in all the cases the null hypothesis that the residuals ut's

are normally distributed will be rejected at a 5 or 10 pez-cent level

(except for the residuals of the x1 t scheme,which is not rejected at a
~

5 percent level for the modified Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic). It should

be noted that the residual series belonging to the x8 t scheme is in fact
~

the original series.
As we observed that the empirical distributions of the residuals of the

fitted models all had fat tails and were highly peaked, one might try to

fit a stable non-normal distribution 13) to the data, because it has the

13) The stable distributions are most commonly represented by their log-
~ characteristic function which is

log ~(u) - iY u-dlula {1 f i S u lul-1 w(u,a)}.

Here a, R, y and d are constants with 0 ~ a ~ 2, - 1 ~~3 ~ 1,
-~ ~ y ~~, 8~ 0. The function w(u,a) is defined by

w(u,a)

In the above d is a scale factor, Y is a measure of central tende ncy
and R is a measure of skewness with S- 0 corresponding to a symmetric
distribution. For purposes of investigation the parameter a is usually
called the characteristic exponent. Its importance derives from the
fact that for every stable law with charateristic exponent 0 ~ a ~ 2,
all absolute moments of order ~ a are infinite. If we note that a- 2
corresponds to a normal distribution, it follows that the normal
distribution is the only stable law with finite variance.
A very good reference for properties of stable distributions and stable
processes is the book of Mijnheer (16 ]while the estimation of para-
meters is in detail examined by Fama and Roll [5 ] and Paulson,
Holcomb and Leitch [ 18 ] .



observed properties.
It can be shown [16 ] that for a symmetrie non-normal stabl.e distribution,

with characteristic exponent a, the following holds

and

~ ~xla ~~ for all a ~ a

xla -~ for all a~ a.

For the thi~k~a~~led and peaked distributions with a ~ 2 the second and

higher absolute moments do not exist, and so the even moments from two
and so on do also not exist.
Concerning the use of stable non-normal distributions it is our belief
that it is mostly better to fit distributions with finite moments to the
empirical data, for the following reasons:
1. As the data mostly range on a finite interval, the moments should

be finite. When the data range on a finite interval, but the variable

is still defined on an infinite interval,'íts moments should still

hold the property of finiteness.

2. In using time series analysis techniques, distributions which have
finite moments, at least to a certain order are appropriate to prove
certain useful properties.

3. The typical characteristics which the non-normal stable distributions
have (fat-tailed and more peaked than the normal distribution) are
also shared by mixtures of distributions, which have finite moments 15)

(see e.g. Press [2 ]) or by Johnson's S~ frequency curves [12, 13 ].
For the reaso-~s which shall be indicated in the next section we shall
try to fit Johnson's SU frequency curves to the estimated residuals.

15) Officer [17 ] also states "If we are concerned with the s?cond moment
of the distribution of the monthly stock returns, then the~e results
suggest an analytic distribution function for which the second
moment is finite may be a more appropriate model".



Table 4.5.3.1: Theoretical 5 and 10 ~ercent critical points and calculated values of the earlier mentioned test
statistics for the residual series (not completely specified null hypothesis)

Residual Series Critical points Calculated Critical points
(modified Kolmogorov- values ( modified Cramér-
Smirnov statistic) von Mises statistic)

Sq 1oq 5q 10~

1. residuals
belonging 0.895 O.ó19 0.827 0.126 0.104
to x1 t~
scheme

2. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 0.970 0.126 0.104
to x2,t
scheme

3. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 1.829 0.126 0.104
to x3~t
scheme

~esiduals
belonging 0.895 0.819 3.040 0.126 0.104
to x4 t~
scheme

5. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 5.538 0.126 0.104
to x5 ~t
scheme

6. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 1.438 0.126 0.104
to xó,t
scheme

Calculated Critical points Calcu~ated
values (modified Anderson- values

Darling statistic)
5q 10~

0.143 0.787 0.656 0.842

0.193 0.787 0.656 1.147

1.359 0.787 0.656 7.306

3.216 0.787 0.656 14)

11.106 0.787 0.656 14)

0.517 0.787 0.656 3.806



"Ï. residuals
belor.ging 0.895 0.819 1.064 0.126 0.104 0.321 0.787 0.656 2.471
to x7~t
scheme

8. residuals
belcnging 0.895 0.819 6.391 0.126 0.104 14.010 0.787 0.656 14)
to x8 t~
scheme

9. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 1.774 0.126 0.104 0.919 0.787 0.656 5.408
t0 X9

t .~
scheme

10. residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 1.697 0.126 0.104 0.590 0.787 0.656 3.758
to x10,t
scheme

11, residuals
belonging 0.895 0.819 1.81(T 0.126 0.104 0.752 0.787 0.656 4.590a
to x11,t
scheme

14) The modified Anderson-Darling value could not be calculated in thisxcase as there is at leaát one extreme

value x0, which is so large in comparison with the rest, that 1- I-~ N(x, sx)dx is very small (~ 10-13).

Then the computer takes the value ~ zero for this probability and the procedure breaks down in calculating

the logarithm of zero.



4.5.~t. Fitting Johnson's distribution functions

Johnson [12 ] proposed a system of distribution functions which

is based on the transformation of a standard normal variate. Let x be
the variable to be fitted by a Johnson distribution. Then the general form

of the transformation is

Z- Y f~ T(Xi~~~)~ d~ Q, -oo G ~r G oo~ ~~ Q~ -oo G~ G o0

where T is an arbitrary function, Y, d, ~, and a are four parameters, and
z is a standard normal variate. The fóllówing three alternate forms for T

were proposed by Johnson:

x-~
(a) T~(X;~,~) - ln(-~ )

x -~
(b) T2(x~~~~) - ln(~t~-x) , ~ ~ x ~ ~ t ~ ,

x-~ x-~ 2 1~2
(c) T3(x;~,~) - ln {-~ t [ (-~ ) f 1] } -

x-~
aresinY~ {-~ } ,

The distribution functions of x under the three alternatives are determined

by Johnson, and they are called respectively SL, SB, ans SU curves.
Further Johnson defines a measure of skewness of a distribution relative to

its degree of spread: ~- -~ , where Uk -~(x - u ~]k, and u ~ denotes
(u2)

the expected value ~(x). The kurtosis, which is a measure of peakedness
u~

is defined as: 62 - 2.u2



The characteristics of the three distribution functions can now be

represented in the (B1, ~2) plane.

1

2

az

fmpossible Area

Johnson SB
~~

s
~

distribution

a,.

8 s~,'~Johnaon ~- ,~
distribution

3

7

8 3 4

Fig. 4.5.4.1: Chart for determining appropr.iate Johnson distribution
approximation. ( From N.L. Johnson, Systems of Frequency
Curves Generated by Methods of Translation, Biometrika, 1949,
vo1. 36, p. 148-176)

Those distributions whose values of S1 and S2 fall close to the SL curve

in the chart may be reprPsented by a log-normal distributi.cn, those with

values above the curve by a Johnson SB family, and those with values

below the curve by a Johnson SU family. Note that the Johnson SB and SU

families both have two shape parameters Y and d, one location parameter

~ and one scale parameter a.
To decide which of the three Johnson families should be used for a given

set of data, the usual procedure is to obtain estimates b1 s,nd b2 and use

these for S1 and S2 in the above figure.
The SL distribution can be fitted in a suitable way with the method of

percentile points or the method of moments. To determine the parameters
of an SB or SU distribution, given the moment ratios ~ and s2, extensive
tables in Pearson and Hartley(19 ] can be used.
The Johnson system of distribution fuctions has the following properties:



(a) The SL, SB, SU distributions are able to describe a wide variety of
empirical distribution functions.

(b) It is convenient: that these curves may be transformed to a standard
normal curve by a simple transformation. The advantage of such a
transformation is that estimates of the percentiles of the fitted
distribution can be obtained using a table of areas under a standard
normal distribution.

(c) A further point of interest arises in the fact that all the moments of
all curves in the system SL, SB, and SU are finite. This can be of
interest in proving certain properties in time series analysÍ~s.

(d) As the SL, SB and SU distribution functions can be transformed to a
completely specified N(0,1) distribution, the testing problem
HC: F- FD against H1: F~ FC using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramér-
von Mises, or Anderson-Darling statistic, is much easier.

If it is desired to fit a curve of the StT family by making the first four

moments of the fitted curve agree with those of the distribution to be
fitted, the first and most difficult step is to determine y and d. We
have used an iterative procedure described by Johnson [13 ] to determine
the parameters Y and d.

4.5.5. Results of the fitted Johnson distributions

We first have to calculate estimates for ~ and S2

m3 m~

~1 - (m )3,2 ~ b2 - ( m2)2 ~2
where

mr

n - rE (xi-x)
i-1

n

The estimates ~ and b2 are summarized in table 4.5.5.1~



Table 4.5.5.1.: Estimates for ~ and S2

Residual Series

1. residuals belonging to the x1 t -0.24 3.~7
~

scheme

2. residuals belonging to the x2 t 0.51 5.72~
scheme

3, residuals belonging to the x3~t G.30 7.~0

scheme

4, residuals belonging to the x~ t -1.62 23.69~
scheme

5, residuals belonging to the x5~t 1.75 73.76

scheme

6. residuals belonging to the x6 t 0.50 10.~5
~

scheme

7. residuals belonging to the x7~t 0.02 8.61

scheme

8. residuals belonging to the x8 t 0.43 59.69
~

scheme

9. residuals belonging to the x9~t 1.08 7.98

scheme

10. residuals belonging to the x10 t 0.80 7.35
~

scheme

11, residuals belonging to the x11 t 0.8~ 9.17~
scheme

So in all the cases the fit of a Johnson SU distribution m~ight be

appropriate.
Using an iterative procedure(see Johnson [13 ]) the final parameter estimates

which are obtained are documented in tabl~ 1~,5,5.2.



Table 4.5.5.2: Final parameter estimates in the Johnson SU distribution

Residual series Y

1. residuals belonging to the 0.490
xl t scheme~

2. residuals belonging to the -0.367
x2 t scheme~

3. residuals belonging to the -0.134
x3 t scheme~

4. residuals belonging to the 0.298

5

x4 t scheme~
residuals belonging to the -0.140
x5 t scheme~

6. residuals belonging to the -0.153

7.

x6 t scheme~
residuals belonging to the -0.008
x7 t scheme~

8. residuals belonging to the -0.036

9

x8 t scheme~
residuals belonging to the -0.444
x9 t scheme~

10. residuals belonging to the -0.634

x10 t scheme~
11, residuals belonging to the -0.336

x11 t scheme~

2.658 0.106 0.021

1.731 0.003 -0.0008

1.465 0.0002 -0.0002

1.113 0.0007 0.0003

0.922 0.020 -0.006

1.301 0.016 -0.003

1.370 0.016 -0.00009

0.936 4.498 0.467

1.557 0.022 -0.008

1.573 0.039 -0.019

1.402 0.014 -0.004

Remark by table 4.5.5.2:
So the transformation functions as indicated in section 4.5.4 are as
follows:



z- y t d aresinh {„ }
a

where z is a standard normal variable.
We shall next test if the observations found by applying the above

transformations follow a N(0,1) distribution (for literature see e.g. (19 j).
For this case (with a completely specified null hypothesis) the modified
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is defined as:

t~.-t(~f0.12t0.11)~
~

the modified Cramér-von Mises statistic as:

wzx. - (w - o.~ } 0-6) (1 } 1.0).
n 2 n 'n

and the modified Anderson-Darling statistic is defined as before.
The results are summarized in table ~.5.5.3.
From the table if follows that for seven of the eleven residual series the
hypothesis that the residuals can be approximated by a Johnson SU
distribution can not be rejected at a 5~ level. For the residuals of two
models the hypothesis is just rejected at a 5~ level, for the residuals
of the x5~t series scheme the Johnson SU distribution has a better fit than
the normal distribution, but the hypothesis that the residuals are
drawings from a Johnson SU distribution must still strongljr- be rejected,
which is probably caused by some outliers which disturb mat~ers.
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4.6. Some remarks about the distributional properties of the U.S, monthly
r~te: of return on the market portfolio

The form of the distribution function of the rates of return on

the market portfolio is important for the mean-variance framework of the

single index portfolio model. In general, the form of the distribution of

the rates of return on the market portfolio is a major factor in determining

the riskiness of these returns. For example, although two different

possible distributions for the rates of return may have the same mean, the

probability of very large changes may be much greater for one than for

the other. The form of the distribution also provides descriptive information

concerning the nature of the process generating rates of return. For

example, if very large rates of return occur quite frequently then probably

the source of rates of return changes (the information process) is itself

subject to frequent and sudden shifts over time. For the emFirical

distribution of the U.S. rates of return on the market portfolio we observed

many values near the mean and many in the extreme tails. Probably the

extreme values are generated by a different mechanism (e.g. besides

economic factors, psychological factors can suddenly play an important

role) than the majority of the observations. Finally, in some cases it may

be possible a posteriori to find causal explanations for specific large

rates of return in terms of more basic economic variables. If the behaviour

of these more basic variables is itself largely unpredictable, the causal

explanation will not be of much help in forecasting the large changes in

the future. In addition, there are many large changes for which the

aposterior explanations are far from obvious.
Officer [17 ] fitted a symmetric non-normal stable distribution

to the U.S. monthly rates of return on the market portfolio over the post

war period (5~~9~7 - 6~1968, n- 254) and the so-called characteristic

exponent, a, had the following estimated value á- 1.74. Officer used a

parameter estimation procedure recommended by Fama and Roll [5 ~.
However, the properties of the estimators of the scale factor and the

characteristic exponent in the symmetric stable distribution, which are

derived by Fama and Roll, are based on random sampling, so on a sample

with independent observations, but as we have seen there is an indication

that the U.S. monthly rates of return on the market portfolio are correlated,



and so the properties of the estimators need not hold in this case.

An other problem is that the quantiles of the usual goodness of fit tests

are also based on random sampling, and deviations from randomness can have

consequences for the quantiles of the goodness of fit tests. In appendix

A we shall demonstrate what the consequences are for the quantiles of

several statistics, when the observations follow some correlation scheme.

From the results in appendix A it follows that for an AR(1)-scheme with

positive autocorrelations, as was approximately the case for the U.S.

returns on the market portfolio, the rejection of the null hypothesis of

normality of the monthly returns on the market portfolio (as Officer did:)

is perhaps not correct.



Appendix A: The recalculated critical points of three test statistics for

testing distributional properties, when the obsewvations

satisfy an AR(1)-scheme

To demonstrate how the dependence structure in the observations

works out in the critical points of some of the test statistics, used

for testing distributional properties, we shall use a first order auto-

regressive scheme in the observations.

The AR(1)-scheme is given by

xt - a xt-1 - ut,

where ut is white noise with ~(ut) - 0 and variance Qu.

The autocorrelations for the above AR(1)-scheme are:

pk - ak, k - 0,1,2,..., (see [9 ~!

When ~al ~ 1, then the AR(1)-process is

(A.1) xt - E a~ ~-j
j-0

Q
- E a~ ~- f E a~ 1~- j~

j-0 ~ j-Qf 1

Assume that E a~
j-Qf 1 ut-j -

R, then~(R) - 0 and Q2(R ) - E a2~ Q2 -u

a2(Q}1 ) 2
6 .

1-a2 u

j-Q}1

When we assume that the ut's are N(0,1) distributed, then t:~e rest term R

is also normal distributed, and so

2
(A.2) P{IRI ~ e} - 2 F~s Qt1a )- d'

a

where F(u) is the cumulative probability of the standard normal distribution

to the value u.
In generating the xt's according to formula (A.1) the problem is to choose Q.



Under the above assumptions this can be done as follows.

Choose e and d very small, for example both 10-5, then Q can be determined

as function of a:

(A.3) Q } 1 -
log{E(1-a2)1,2} - log{~F-1(2)~}

log a

where F-1(u) is the inverse function of F(u).

The generated values of the above scheme are put in ascending order

x1 ~ x2 ~... ~ xn

after which we calculate

X. - ~(X. ) X. X.
1 ~ 1 1

W. - - - -
1 ~X

~x ~1-a2

and next F(wi), i- 1,...,n, where F(wi) is defined before.

We have used the following test statistics for testing normality:
1. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic t:

(A,4) t - max {t}, t-}, where

t} - max {(1) - F(w.)}
1~i~n n 1

- max {F(wi - (ln1)}.
1~i~n

2. The Cramér-von Mises test statistic w:

n
(A.5) w - E {F(wi) - (2i-~)I2n}2 } 12n .

i-1



3. The Anderson-Darling test statistic a:

(A.6) a -

n
~{ E (2i-1 )[ ln F(wi) f ln( 1-

F(wn}1-i)~ }
i-1 - n.n

The simulation results will be shown for a sample size of 100 and for 1500
replications, further a and 6 are chosen both 10-5. The values for Q are

tabulated for given a, e and d.

Table A.1: Number of terms taken into account for the random shock
representation of an AR(1)-scheme (e - d- 10-5)

a- 0.1 Q- 4 a- 0.5 Q- 17 a- 0.9 Q- 130

a- 0.2 Q- 7 a- 0.6 Q- 2~

a- 0.3 Q- 9 a- 0.7 Q- 36

a- 0.4 Q- 13 a- 0.8 Q- 59

In tables A.2, A.3, and A.4 the critical points for the three earlier
mentioned test statistics can be found for the case that the observations

are dependent according to a first order autoregressive scheme.

Conclusions:

For an AR(1)-scheme with completely specified parameters the following
can be concluded about the behaviour of the indicated test statistics for
testing normality:
1) When a is negative, so when the autocorrelátions pk , k- 1,2,...,

alternate in sign and decay to zero, then the critical points of the

statistics for testing normality are, when the negative correlation is

not too strong, in fact lower than in the case of independent observation.

So in this case one has to be careful in using the test statistics
ass~ming independent observations.



2) When a is positive, the autocorrelations pk, k- 1,2,... are positive

and decay exponentially to zero, then the critical points of the

test statistics for testing normality are higher than in thA case of

independent observations. So in this case one is on the conservative
side in rejecting the null hypothesis of normality assuming independent
observations.

Table A.2.: Critical points for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic for
testing normality, when the observations are dependent
according to an AR(1)-scheme

a 1q 2.5~ 5~ 10~ 15~ 20~

-0.9
-0.8
-0.7
-0.6
-0.5
-0.4
-0.3
-o.z
-0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
p.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.175 0.164 0.149 ~ 0.132
0.147 0.135 0.123 0.110
0.128 0.120 0.112 0.102
0.129 0.121 0.113 0.104
0.135 0.122 0.113 0.102
0.138 0.124 ~ 0.116 ~ 0.105
0.141 0.129 ~ 0.119 ~ 0.107

;
0.139 0.130 j 0.120 ~ 0.109
0.155 0.140 ~ 0 .127 ~ 0.115
0.162 0.143 ~, 0.134 0.122

É
0.161~ 0.150 ; 0.136 0.124
0.178 ~ 0.159 i o.145 ~ 0.129
0.190 ~ 0.178 Ë o.160 ` o.1~t1
0.210 ~ 0.189 ~ 0.173 ~ 0.151

~
0.221 0.203 ~ 0.185 0.164
0.249 ~ 0.225 ~ 0.207 ' 0.182
0.286 ~ 0.252 ` 0.228 ' U.200

0.122
0.101
0.097

~ 0.097
~ 0.095i{ 0.099

0.101
0.102
0.107
0.112
0.115
0.120

r o.128
0.138
0.150
0.165
0.181

0.112
0.095
0.092
0.093
0.091
0.094
0.0~6
0.097
0.101
0.103
0.109
0.113
0.120
0.129
0.140
0.152
0.168



Table A.3.: Critical points of the Cramér-von Mises test statistic for ~.
testing normality when the observations are dependent
acco~- ~~- ~. :Er1e

a 1q 2,5ó 10q 15q

-0.9 1.127 0.910 0.720 0.506 0.402 0.339
-0.8 0.660 0.522 0.388 0.288 0.237 0.203
ro.7 0.417 0.337 0.285 0.225 0.190 0.166
-0.6 0.417 0.330 0.275 0.220 0.186 0.163
-0.~ 0.397 0.323 0.286 0.210 0.182 0.160
-0.4 0.425 0.342 0.292 0.233 0.201 0.175
-0.3 0.520 0.391 0.315 0.247 0.206 0.183
-0.2 0.503 0.404 0.338 0.255 0.217 0.186
-0.1 0.628 0.491 0.390 0.302 0.249 0.215
o.o 0.702 0.577 0.468 0.349 0.281 0.241
0.1 0.791 0.654 0.520 0.379 0.308 0.259
0.2 0.955 0.740 0.605 0.439 0.366 0.298
0.3 1.321 0.975 0.784 0.577 0.453 0.375
0.4 - 1.254 0.966 0.661 0.542 0.449
0.5 - 1.448 1.189 0.862 0.696 0.554
0.6 - - - 1.154 0.902 0.704
0.7 - - - 1.405 1.153 0.917
0.8 ,
0.9 ~

~
~

!
~ ~



Tàble A.4.:Critical points of the Anderson-Darling test statistic for

testing normality when the observations are dependent according

to an AR(1)-scneme

a 2.5~ 5q 1oq 15q 20q

-0.9 - 7.49 5.58 4.13 3.11 2.57
-0.8 5.16 4.23 2.93 2.16 1.76 1-55
-0.7 3.50 2.45 2.04 1.61 1.30 1.16
-0.6 2.99 2.22 1.85 1.45 1.26 1.11
-0.5 2.44 2.07 1.70 1.33 1.15 1.01

-0.4 2.44 1.98 1.61 1.42 1.22 1.09

!-0.3 2. 65 2.15 1.77 . 1.46 1.25 1.12

i-o.2 2.79 2,19 1.92 1.48 1.26 1.14
-0.1 3.31 2.55 2.11 1.67 1.45 1.27

0.0 3.79 3.13 2.55 1.97 1.59 1.36
0.1 4.29 3.52 2.88 2.09 1.77 1.50
0.2 5.39 3.89 3.25 2.45 2.03 1.71
0.3 6.98 5.23 4.21 3.16 2.49 2.08
0.4 8.73 6.70 5.10 3.66 2.99 2.47
0.5 9.90 7.49 6.24 4.62 3.73 3.05
0.6 - 9.84 8.08 6.00 4.80 3.94
0.7 - - - 7.68 6.14 5.09
0.8

~ 0.9

Note:

A few critical points (indicated by - or by an open space) in the
above tables are not given, as an upper bound in the computer simulatior~
program was exceeded, and recalculation with a higher upper bound was too
costly.
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Appendix B: The ex ectation of products of dependent stochastic variables

For the product of two stochastic variables it ís generally known that

the expectation is equal to (independent of their distribution function):

(B.1 ) ~(x~ xk) - wt k f dt dk,
~

where wt~k and dt are defined as

cov(x~,
xk) -~t k,

and ~(xt) - dt.
~

The expectation of the product of three symmetric distributed stochastic

variables is equal to (e.g. v. Lieshout [28]):

(B.2) ~(~ x~ x~) - di d~ 8k t di wJ ~k
t d~ c~i ~k t dk wi

~J ~

The expectation of the product of four or more stochastic variables can be

derived under the assumption that the simultaneous distribution function of

these var~ables is a four or more than four dimensional normal distributi~on

function.Zet X-(x1,...,xk)' E Rk. The moment generating function

m(Y) of Y-(y1,..-,yk)' E Rk is defined as

k
Y'Y ~ yi Xi

m(Y): - m(y1,...,yk): - ~(e -) - ~ (e1-1 )

for those values of Y E Rk in an open interval around the origine for which the

expectation exists. The moment generating function for the k-dimensional

normal distributed vector x is

(B.3) m(Y) - eD'Y t~Y' SZ Y , Y E Rk

where D is the vector of expectations and S2 the covariance matrix.

As is known, we have

(B.~) ~( II xi) - a ak m(Y)
ayi-1 y1 y2 ' k Y-0

From (B.1~) we can derive the following following recursive relations:

a m(Y)a -(d1 t E wi 1 y1) m(Y)
yl i-1 '



a2 m(Y) k a1 m(Y) ~ w mrY)ay1 ay2 -(fi1 f lE1 wi~1 y1) ay2 2~1 ~

a3 m(Y) k a2 m Y) t w a1 m(Y) }
ay1 ay2 ay3 -(dl } i~1 wi,1 y1) ay2 ay3 3,1 ay2

a1 m(Y)
w2,1 ay3

~a m(Y) k a3 m(Y) a2 m(Y)ay1 ay2 ay3 ay~ -( S1 t lE1 wi~1 y1) ay2 ay3 ay~ t w~~1 ay2 ay3 f

a2 m(Y) a2 m(Y)
w3,1 ay2 ay~ } w2,1 ay3 ay~

a7 m(Y) -(d f E w. y) a~ m(Y) t
ay1 ay2 ay3 ay4 ay5 1 i-1 1~1 1 ay2 ay3 ay~ ay5

a3 m(Y) a3 m(Y) a3 m(Y)w5~1 ay2 ay3 ay~ f w4~1 ay2 ay3 ay5 t w3~1 ay2 ay~ ay5 }

a3 m(Y)
w2'1 ay3 ayu ay5

a6 m(Y) k a5 m(Y)ay1 ay2 ay3 ay~ ays ay6 -(d1 f lE1 wi~1 y1) ayL ay3 ay~ ay5 ayó t

a~ m(Y) } w a~ m(Y) } w a~ m(Y) }
w6,1 ay2 ay3 ay~ ay5 5,1 ay2 ay3 ay~ ay6 4,1 ay2 ay3 ay5 ay6

a~ m(Y) a~ m(Y)
} w3,1 ay2 ay~ ay5 ay6 } w2,1 ay3 ay~ ay5 ay6 .

Using the above formula's we find

(B.S) { (x. x. x x)-! a~ m(Y) -
C. -1 -~ k-h ayi ayj ayk

ayli Y- 0

8. 8. d d t d. d. w t 8- 8 w. f S. d w. t 8. d w. f
i ~ k h i ~ k,h i k ~,h i h ~,k ~ h i,k



6j dk wi~h t dh dk
wi~j t wi~j wk~h t wi~k wj~h t wj~k wi,h.

(B.6) ~ (x. x. - x ) - a5 m(Y) ---1 -J Xk ~-1 8yi ayj 8yk ayh ayl Y- 0

di dj dk dh dl t di dj dl wh~k t di dk dl wJ~h t di dh dl wJ~k
t

dj dh dl wi~k t dj dk dl wi~h t dh dk dl wi~j
t di dj dk wh~l t

di dj dh wk~l t di dk dh wj~l t dj dk dh wi~l t

di(w1~k wh~l t wj~h wk~l t wJ~l wh~k) t

t d.(w. w t w. w t w. w ) tJ i,k h,l i,h k,l i,l k,h

t d (w. w t w. w. t w. w. ) t
k i,j ~,1 l,h J,l 1,1 J,h

t
dh(wi wkltwikw~ ltwi lw' h) t~j ~ ~ J~ ~ J~

t d(w. w t w. w- t w. w. ).
1 i,j k,h i,h J,h i,h J,k

a6 m(Y)(B.7) ~(Xi Xj Xk ~ X1 ~n) - 8yi 2yj ayk ayh ayl aym Y - 0

di dj dk dh dl dm t di dj dk dh~wl~m t di dj dk dl wh~m t

t d. d. d S w t d. d d d w. t d. d d d w. ti J h 1 k,m i k h 1 J ,m ~ k h 1 i,m

t di dj dk dm wh~l t di dj dh dm wk~l t di dk d h dm wj~l t

t d. d d d w. t d. d. d d w t d. a d d-.~. tJ k h m i,l i J 1 m k,h i k 1 m J,h

t dj dk dl dm wi~h t di dh dl dm wj~k t dj dh dl dm wi~k t

t d d d d w. t d. d.(w w t w t w ) tk h 1 m i,j i J k,h l,m k,l wh,m k,m wYi,l

t d, d(w. w t w. w t w, w ) t d. d(w. w ti k J,h l,m J,l h,m J,m h,l i h J,k l,m
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t w. w t w. w ) t d. d(w. w t w. w tJ,1 k,m J,m k,l i 1,7,k h,m J,h k,m

twj~m
wk~h) t di dm(wj~k wh~l t wj~h wk~l t wJ~l wk~h) t

d. d(w. w t w. t w. ) tJ k i,h l,m i,l wh,m i,m wh,l

dj dh(wi,k wl,m t wi,l wk,m t wi,m wk,l) t

dj dl(wi,k wh,m t wi,h wk,m t wi,m wk,h) t

dj dm(wi'k wh~l t wi~h wk~l t wi~l wk~h) t

dk dh(~~i~j wl~m t wi~l wj~m t wi~m wj~l) }

d d(w. W t W. w. t w. W. ) t
k 1 i,j ~.,m i,h J,m i,m J,h

d d(w. w t w. w. t w. w. ) tk m i,j h,l i,h J,l i,l J,h

dh dl(wi~J wk~m t wi~k wJ~m t wi~m wJ~k) t

dh dm(wi,j wk,l t wi,k wj,l t wi~l wJ~k) t

dl dm(wi,j wk,h t wi,k wj~h t wl~h wj~k) t

w. w w t w. w w t w. . w w t
i, j k,h l,m i, j k,l h,m i,,; k,m h,l

w. w- w t w. w. w t w. w. w ti,k J,h l,m i,k J,1 h,m i,k J,m h,l

wi,h wj,k wl,m t wi,h wj,l wk,m t wi,h wj,m wk,l t

wi,l wj,k wh,m t wi,l wj,m wk,h t wi,l wj,h wk,m t

wi,m wj,k wh,l t wi,m wj,h wk,l t wi,m wj,l wk,h'
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34. W. Derks Structuuranalyse van Econometrische
Modellen met behulp van Grafentheorie.
Deel III.De graaf van dynamische
m,odellen met één vertraging. oktober '76

35. W. Derks Structuuranalyse van Econometrische
Modellen met behulp van Grafentheorie.
Deel IV. Formulé van Mason en d,yna-
mische modellen met éé,n vertraging. oktober '7f~

36. J. Roemen De ontwikkeling van de omvangsverde-
ling in de levensmiddelenindustrie
in de D.D.R. oktoher '"(f,

37. W. Derks Structuuranalyse van Econometrische
modellen met behtilp van grafentheo-
rie.
Deel V. De graaf' van dynamische mo-
dellen met meerciere vertragingc:n. c,ktoher '7E,

3t~. A. van Sctiaik 1?en direkt verbanci tussen economi-
sche veroudering en be2ettings-
graadverliezen.
Deel II: gevoeligheidsanalyse. december '7(~

3~. W. Derks Structuuranalyse van Econometri-
sche modellen met behulp van
Grafentheorie.
Deel VI. Model I van Klein, sta-
tisch. decembr~r '7E~

40. J. Kleijnen Information Economics: Inleiding
en kritiek novembe.r ''(f,

41. M. v.d. Tillsart. De spectrale representatie van
mutivariate zwak-stationaire
stochastische processen met cjis-
crete ti j dparameter. n~,v~.rnt,,.r '~I~

42. W. Groenendaal Een econometrisch model van
Th. Dunnewijk Engeland december '(~.

43. R. Heuts Capital market models for portfo-
lio selection septeniUer ''(~.



44. J. Kleijnen en
P. Rens

45. J. Kleijnen en
P. Rens

46. A. Willemstein

47. W. Derks

48. L. Westermann

49. W. Derks

50. W.v. Groenendaal en
Th. Dunnewijk

51. J. Kleijnen en
P. Rens

52. J.J.A. Moors

53. R.M.J. Heuts

54. B.B. v.d. Genugten

55. P.A. Verheyen

56. W.v.den Bogaar3 en
J.Kleijnen

57. W. Derks

58. R. Heuts

59. A.P. Willemstein

60. Th. Dunnewijk
W. van Groenendaal

61. A. Plaisier
A. Hempenius
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A critical analysis of IBM's inventory
package ímpact. december '76
Computerized inver.tory management:
A critical analysis of IBM's impact
system.
Evaluatie en foutenanalyse van eco-
nometrische modellen.
Deel I.

december '76

Een identificatie methode voor een li-
neair discreet systeem met storingen
op input, output en structuur. januari '7"(
Structuuranalyse van econometrische
modellen met behulp van grafentheorie.
Deel VII. Model I van Klein, dynamisch.februari '77
On systems of linear inequalities
overIRn. FPbruari '77
Structuuranslyse van econometrische
modellen met behulp van Grafentheorie.
Deel VIIl.
Klein-Goldberger model.
Een econometrisch model van het
Verenigd Koninkrijk
A critical analysis ~f IBM's
inventory package "IMPACT"
Estimation in truncated parameter-
spaces
Dynamic transfer function-noise
modelling (Some thecretical con-
siderations)
Limit theorems for LS-estimators
in linear regression models with
independent errors.
Economische interpretatie in model-
len betreffende levensduur van
kapitaalgoederen
Minimizing wasting times using
priority c:lasses
Structuuranalyse va:~ Econometriscne
Modellen met behulp van Grafen-
theorie. Deel IX. b'Iodel van lan-

februari '77

februari '77

februari '77

maart '77

december '"(6

mei

jur.i

juni

den van de E.E.G. juni '77
Capital market models for pcrtfolio
selection (a revised version) juni '77
Evaluatie en foute:~analyse van eco-
nometrische modellen. Deel II.
Het Modeï I van L.R. Klein.
An econometric Model of the Federal

au~r .

Republic of Germany 1953-j973 aug. '~(~(
Slagen of zakken. Eer. intern rapport
over de studieresultaten propedeuse-
economie 1974~~975 aug.

'77

'77

'77

~ 7-(



62. A. Hempenius Over een maat voor de juistheid
van voorspellingen. aug. '77

63. R.M.J. Heuts Some reformlLlations and exter.sions
in the univariate Box-Jenkins time
series analysis approach sept. '77
(a revised .v,9rsion) .
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